Driving to Rotterdam Ahoy

Rotterdam Ahoy is conveniently located to all roads.

From direction Amsterdam / The Hague

Stay on the A4 to The Hague. Then follow the A13 in the direction of Rotterdam and then the A20 in the direction of Hoek van Holland. Then take the A4 through the Benelux tunnel. From the Benelux you follow Ring A15 in the direction of Rotterdam-Zuid (parallel carriageway) and you take the exit Rotterdam-Charlois (19). From the Groene Kruisweg you take the 4th exit to the right the Oldegaarde. Then at the traffic lights turn left onto the Zuiderparkweg. On the Zuiderparkweg the first exit on the right is the Ahoyweg.

From Utrecht

Stay on the A12 until Gouda. Then follow the A20 towards Rotterdam. On the A20, take the A16 exit towards Dordrecht / Breda. After the Van Brienennoord bridge you choose Ring Rotterdam in the direction of Zierikzee / Barendrecht / Europoort (A15). On the A15, before junction Ridderkerk, follow the Ring A15 towards Rotterdam-Zuid (parallel carriageway), then follow Ring Rotterdam Zierikzee (A29) and take exit 19A Rotterdam-Zuidplein. You then turn left at the second traffic lights onto the Oldegaarde. Turn right at the next traffic lights. On the Zuiderparkweg the first exit on the right is the Ahoyweg.

From direction Dordrecht / Breda

Stay on the A16 in the direction of Rotterdam. On the A16, choose the Ring Rotterdam-Zuid direction Zierikzee (A15). On the A15, before junction Ridderkerk, follow the Ring A15 (parallel carriageway) and take the Rotterdam-Zuidplein exit (19A). You then turn left at the second traffic lights onto the Oldegaarde. Turn right at the next traffic lights. On the Zuiderparkweg the first exit on the right is the Ahoyweg.

From direction Zeeland / Roosendaal

Stay on the A29 in the direction of Rotterdam. Then you drive the A29 all the way to the end. At junction Vaanplein you take exit Rotterdam-Zuidplein (19A). Then you turn left at the second traffic lights onto the Oldegaarde. Turn right at the next traffic lights. On the Zuiderparkweg the first exit on the right is the Ahoyweg.

Go to Rotterdam Ahoy with public transport

Rotterdam Ahoy is situated right next to Metro and Bus Station Zuidplein. From Rotterdam CS you can take metro line D in the direction of De Akkers and get off at the Zuidplein stop. Keep in mind that you need an OV chip card in Rotterdam public transport. You can easily buy a disposable ticket with 2 metro journeys at Rotterdam Central Station at the entrance of the metro.

You can also look for the route on https://www.ahoy.nl/en/about-us/transport-and-route